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Since an archived website to a certain degree is only shaped in the archiving, it

should be accompanied by a document containing methodical considerations of

why and how the website has been archived. The following step-by-step guide is

meant as an aid to the outline of such a document. In addition, it will naturally

also act as a practical aid in connection with the actual archiving (and, of

course, the following is to be seen in the context of the previous pages’ general
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deliberations and strategies, which it condenses in an itemised, tabular form.

The guide is divided into two main parts: 1) prior to archiving, 2) the archiving

process. An electronic version of this step-by-step guide can be found at

http://cfi.imv.au.dk/eng/pub/webarc.

Prior to archiving

The analytic purpose
It is important if possible to clarify the analytic purpose the archived material is

intended to serve. If the analytic purpose is unclear or unknown, one must be

aware that it may be impossible to use the archived material in a later analysis.

Also, it should be considered whether the analytic purpose can be served

without archiving the website (for instance, by observing and documenting web-

site activity using quantitative or qualitative methods).

Existing archives
One should attempt to ascertain whether the desired website is archived in any

of the existing national or international Internet archives from the desired pe-

riod, in a form and of a standard wholly or partly suited to the analytic purpose.

If desired, a list of larger international initiatives related to Internet archiving

can be seen at http://www.nla.gov.au/padi/topics/92.html.

Supplying by the producer
Investigate the possibility of obtaining a copy of the website from its producer.

Clarify as quickly as possible any technical, organisational, financial, temporal

and copyright-related questions with regard to delivery.

Ethical and regulatory questions
Consideration should be given to any ethical and regulatory questions regarding

the website to be archived, the actual process of archiving, how the archived

material is made accessible, and so on.
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Types of archiving software
Consideration must be given to the type(s) of archiving software to be used in

order to fulfil the analytic purpose: a) will we use software that can archive en-

tire websites or single web pages in a static form, which can make a screenshot

or screen recording? b) will we use a combined form with regard to documenta-

tion, exemplification or contextualisation? C) will we use an ‘imprecise’ analytic

strategy because the analytic purpose is unclear or unknown? The following ta-

bles can help answer these questions.

Basic types of archiving software1

Archiving software for entire websites

Important considerations in regard to:can archive cannot archive
space time montage

the structure of
the website

its elements

the ability to
move freely be-
tween them

movement of
elements where
archiving does
not require con-
tinuous online
presence

movement in
elements where
archiving re-
quires continu-
ous online pres-
ence

size and complexity

file size typically in
megabytes

the dynamic of up-
dating

theoretically no
need for personal
presence (but often
required in prac-
tice)

archival elements
often imprecisely
delimited with
regard to space
and time

Archiving software for static archiving of individual web pages,
or for screen shots

Important considerations in regard to:can archive cannot archive
space time montage

individual web-
pages

any form of ac-
tion, between
or in elements

file size typically in
kilobytes

personal presence
required during en-
tire archiving proc-
ess

archival elements
precisely delim-
ited with respect
to both time and
space

                                        

1. If only sound is to be archived, it is advisable to use software developed exclusively for re-

cording sound (for instance, WireTap (for Mac:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/utilities/freebies).
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Screen-recording software

(with movement on the website)
important considerations in regard to:can archive cannot archive

space time montage
website struc-
ture and ele-
ments

individual ele-
ments where ac-
tivation of
movements re-
quires continu-
ous online pres-
ence

the ability to
freely move in
website struc-
ture

size and complexity

file size typically in
megabytes; file size
increases rapidly
with image quality

personal presence
required during en-
tire archiving proc-
ess

archival elements
precisely delim-
ited with regard
to time and space

(without movement on the website, for instance movement in one element alone)
Important considerations in regard to:can archive cannot archive

space time montage
website struc-
ture and ele-
ments

individual ele-
ments where ac-
tivation of
movements re-
quires continu-
ous online pres-
ence

the ability to
freely move in
website struc-
ture

file size typically in
megabytes; file size
increases rapidly
along with image
quality

personal presence
theoretically not
required during ar-
chiving process, but
as films will often
be short since file
size increases very
rapidly, a person
will usually be pre-
sent during the ar-
chiving process

archival elements
precisely delim-
ited with regard
to time and space
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Combined forms1

Use Consists of Space and time
documentation to ensure that all ele-

ments of expression are
actually archived, and
that they are archived as
they appeared and were
placed

to archive changes to a
website noted during ar-
chiving and considered
material for one or an-
other reason

archiving software for
archiving of entire
websites + either static
images or screen re-
cording

small website: may
choose to document in
entirety

larger website: must
choose specific areas —
for instance, those cen-
tral to a subsequent
analysis or web pages
that are especially im-
portant in general (navi-
gational ‘crossroads’,
pages with high updating
frequency, etc.)

exemplification to be able to show exam-
ples of specific movable
elements or types of
elements requiring con-
tinuous online presence,
without, however, mak-
ing these the object of a
thorough analysis

archiving software for
entire websites +
screen recording

website size less impor-
tant

important to know
where in the structure
the movable element to
be exemplified is to be
found

contextualisation to archive the website as
a seamless textual system
of expression — i.e. as
both structure, elements,
the ability to move be-
tween elements and the
possibility of movement
in all elements, including
those where activation
requires continuous on-
line presence; is carried
out with the aim of al-
lowing for a subsequent
thorough analysis

archiving software for
entire websites +
screen recording

website size less impor-
tant

important to know
where in the structure
the movable elements to
be archived is to be
found

                                        

1. In all three combined forms treated, it is recommended that the two archiving processes be

carried out simultaneously by beginning the archiving of the structure and archiving individual

images or film while the structure is being archived (this, however, is dependent on sufficient

memory and storage capacity).

In all three combined forms one must be aware of the fact that montage becomes more

complicated, in that we now have a third montage where two different types of archiving of

‘the same thing’ are subsequently to be combined.
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Four ‘imprecise’ strategies

Website
size

Little time available More than sufficient time available

small use archiving software for archiving of
entire websites or static images

If possible:
• draw up site diagram
• document central web pages
• search for elements requiring user in-

tervention and online presence

There will probably not be time to check
the quality of the archived material

•  use archiving software for archiving of
entire websites

• draw up site diagram
• document central web pages
•  consider combining the two remaining

combined forms
•  search for elements requiring user in-

tervention and online presence

There should be time to check the quality
of the archived material.

large use archiving software for archiving of
entire websites

use archiving software for archiving of en-
tire websites

If possible:
• draw up site diagram
• document central web pages
•  consider combining the two remaining

combined forms
•  search for elements requiring user in-

tervention and online presence

There will probably not be time to check
the quality of the archived material.

Specific means of archiving
Parallel with deliberations over the type of archiving software to be used, it

must be clarified whether the necessary means are available to carry out ar-

chiving as planned. In this connection, one should consider the following ques-

tions, which are mutually dependent:

 What specific software of each type is to be used? (the following play a role

here: archiving quality, speed, price, user-friendliness, documentation)

 Are several different archiving software programmes of the same type to be

used?

 What hardware is available (platform, processor speed, working memory,

storage capacity (both during and after archiving))?

 The person doing the archiving (Can the archiving software be easily used? Is

there time enough, and is the person able to become familiar with the use of

the software in question? Is archiving software affordable?)

For a discussion of several of these questions, see the test results available at:
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http://cfi.imv.au.dk/eng/pub/webarc.

Site diagram
Regardless of the type of archiving software used (alone or combined), a site

diagram should be drawn up describing the structure of the entire website or

the part of it to be archived (this is not, however, as necessary in screen re-

cording, when movement is in one and the same element). The larger the web-

site, the more essential it is to draw up a site diagram.

There are two joint goals for the site diagram: partly it is to provide an

overview of the structure of the website, partly it is to act as an archiving log,

which can later be used as documentation in general as well as documentation

of any sources of error. Thus it can be used before and during archiving for

notes regarding the following points and any changes to be made in them:

 the choice of archival elements and direction, including whether (and if

relevant, where) several archival elements are to be archived simultaneously

 areas of special difficulty, such as navigational ‘crossroads’, areas with high

updating frequencies, or semantic relationships between several areas with

rapid rates of change

 where passwords are required and whether they have been procured (re-

member that in screen recording, logging-in will be shown on the screen

film)

 where the type(s) of archiving software are used on the website

 what has been archived, what has been validated, both in relation to the

website existing on the Internet, and in relation to the website in the archive

The site diagram can be drawn up based on the menu structure of the website,

a site map, etc. It should be created as close to the time of archiving as possi-

ble.

Anticipation of subsequent treatment (storage, searching, viewing)
Before beginning archiving, the following questions regarding subsequent use of

the archived material should be considered: How is material to be stored,

searched and viewed?
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Storage

 Is the material to be compressed? (takes up less space, but makes access more difficult).
 How can files be stored, and not least named, in a clear, well-structured manner, so they are not

mixed and so the chosen strategy is mirrored in some fashion?
It is recommended that a net archive be organised as soon as possible after archiving, in that the num-
ber of files can quickly become impossible to manage.

Searches

 Should it be possible to perform a direct full text search of the archived material? (this is usually
difficult, but with the type of archiving software that saves in single files like those on the website
being archived (such as HTTrack), with Macintosh it is possible to perform a full text search by
searching for file content using ‘Find’ in ‘Finder’).

 Is some form of overview with a list of files to be created, and how is it to be organised?

Viewing

 Is the archived material to be accessible off- or online? by only one or by a number of persons?
 Does viewing the files require special software?
 Can the archived material be viewed on all platforms?
 Should it be possible to view the material in 10 years time? (if so, a widespread file format should

be chosen)
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The archiving process

If possible, one or more test runs should be done before beginning the actual ar-
chiving process.

Archiving software for entire websites
 The entire website or the desired area(s) of the site is archived

 the archived material is validated (compared to the website in existence on

the Internet)

 if the quality is not acceptable, archival elements and direction are deter-

mined (however, it can be an advantage to save the archived copy of the en-

tire website, as it (in spite of errors) may be used to document the structure

of the website)

The following steps can be taken sequentially or parallel, depending on whether

we are archiving one archival element or several at a time.

 archival element 1 is archived

 archival element 1 is validated (compared to the website in existence on the

Internet), and any necessary adjustments to archival elements and direction

are made1

 archival element 2 is archived

                                        

1. In connection with validation compared to the existing website on the Internet, one should be

especially aware of two possible sources of error. Firstly, the archived website, often without

warning, can obtain material from the active Internet if the connection is open — which it is,

since the archived material is being compared to Internet material. Secondly, even if the

connection to the Internet is closed, it will be possible for the archived website to obtain ma-

terial not actually in the archived material, but temporarily stored on the computer in the so-

called cache (an area of the hard disk or memory where recently visited pages are stored).

These two problems can best be solved as follows: open a browser showing the active website

on the Internet and open another browser operating offline, in which you can view the ar-

chived website; this browser should be set to empty its cache and/or to a disk cache value of

0 MB, and the memory cache is set to never compare a website to cache. Otherwise, valida-

tion is best done by opening two windows of the same size, laying them one on top of the

other, and then paging down, shifting, paging down, etc.
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 archival element 2 is validated (compared to the website in existence on the

Internet and to the archived material), and any necessary adjustments to ar-

chival elements and direction are made

 etc.

Archiving software for archiving of individual webpages in a static form or for
screenshots
 The archival element is determined (depending on whether one needs to ar-

chive entire web pages or parts of web pages/several open windows) and

suitable archiving software is chosen

 an archiving direction is determined

 archival element 1 is archived (if necessary validating, archiving again, and

correcting the direction when using software for archiving single pages)

 archival element 2 is archived

 etc.

Screen-recording software (with movement on the website)
 The archival element and direction are determined

 archival element 1 is archived (assessing whether the archival element and

direction are still appropriate)

 archival element 2 is archived (assessing whether the archival element and

direction are still appropriate)

 etc.

Screen-recording software (without movement on the website)
 The context may be archived (may be done separately)

 the element in question is archived (remember to close down any screen

savers before beginning archiving)

It should be noted that saving after recording is time-consuming in both types of

screen recording.




